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• HIPAA (The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996) is federal
legislation that provides data privacy and security provisions for safeguarding
medical information. This information is referred to as Protected Health Information
(PHI) and can be in written or electronic form (ePHI). HHS’ Office of Civil Rights
enforces HIPAA violations. Currently, 18 states have created private rights of action
for HIPAA violations. Texas has not yet, but the trend is increasing and likely to
occur in the future.

• HIPAA preempts state law. The provisions of federal HIPAA law preempts contrary
state laws, meaning that HIPAA rules apply when it would be impossible for a
covered entity to comply with both the state and federal requirements. HIPAA rules
also apply when a certain state law is “an obstacle” to fully accomplishing the full
purposes and objectives of the Administrative Simplification provisions of HIPAA.

However…

• States can either “mirror” federal HIPAA law or pass more stringent laws.
If state requirements and standards are more stringent than those imposed under
the regulation, then state law standards must be followed. More stringent laws are
those that might provide more restricted third-party access to protected health
information, greater patient access to information, more information about privacy,
greater protections when express legal permission is required, or longer or more
detailed record retention. A state law cannot, however, prevent HHS enforcement
teams, from verifying compliance with HIPAA.
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I. Home Health,  Hospice and HIPAA
A.  What is HIPAA?

1. Names.

2. All geographic subdivisions smaller than a state, except for the initial three digits of a ZIP 
code if the geographic unit formed by combining all ZIP Codes with the same 3 digits 
contains more than 20,000 people.

3. DOB (except year); All age info over 89 or elements indicative of such senior age.

4. Telephone numbers.

5. Fax numbers.

6. E-mail addresses.

7. Social security numbers.

8. Medical record numbers.

9. Health plan beneficiary numbers.

10. Account numbers.

11. Certificate or license numbers.

12. Vehicle identifiers or serial numbers, including license plates.

13. Device identifiers and serial numbers.

14. URLs.

15. IP addresses.

16. Biometric identifiers, like voice and fingerprints.

17. Full-face photography or comparable images.

18. Any other unique, identifying number, characteristic, or code, excepted as permitted for        
re-identification in the Privacy Rule.
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Identity Theft 
is a big issue 
for providers; 

The “Trifecta”: 
1.  Name
2.  DOB
3.  SSN

I. Home Health, Hospice and HIPAA
A. What is HIPAA? 

18 Identifiers
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HIPPA applies to all “covered entities” and “business associates.” 
HIPAA applies to all government payors.  What about private pay?  

• MEDICARE Participating Provider – YES (Federal).

Patient Health Information (PHI) is covered under federal HIPAA.

• MEDICAID Participating Provider – YES (Federal and State).

PHI covered under federal HIPAA and your state’s privacy laws.

(e.g., Tex. Medical Records Privacy Act, Tex Health & Safety, Ch. 181)

• PRIVATE PAY – YES (Federal and State). Private third-party payors.

PHI likely covered by federal HIPAA and your state’s privacy laws.

• DIRECT PAY – YES (State). Directly paid by patients and their families.

HIPAA unlikely to apply, but private agencies are covered under Texas’ state
privacy laws, which is broader than federal HIPAA for “covered entities”,
“business associates” (including subcontractors) and includes “private”
and “confidential” information such as financial information.
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I. Home Health,  Hospice and HIPAA
B.  How Does HIPAA Apply?

• HIPAA Omnibus Rule - The Omnibus Rule, effective September 22, 2014, finalized
requirements from the HITECH Act (“Health Information Technology for Electronic
and Clinical Health) of 2009 and 2010, imposed new standards for patient records
privacy, security and enforcement, and new standards for the protection of Patient
Health Information (PHI) in both written and electronic (ePHI) formats.
Covered Entities, Business Associates, and Subcontractors who create, receive, use,
transfer, store or disseminate PHI must meet these requirements and have Business
Associate Agreements. The Omnibus Rule is codified at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164.

• “Covered Entity” – in some states like Texas, the definition of a “Covered Entity” is
much broader than the federal standard and includes almost any entity or employee
of that entity that receives, uses, transfers, stores, or disseminates PHI or ePHI. It
also includes “confidential” information such as credit card and financial information.

• “Business Associate” / “Subcontractors” – are responsible for breaches that occur
due to their actions or the acts of their employees. Like covered entities, business
associates may now be liable for civil monetary penalties (CMP’s). (§160.402) of
$10,000 up to $1.5 million. Business associates may not threaten or retaliate against
anyone who files a complaint against them for a HIPAA violation. (§160.316).

II.  Medicare, Medicaid and HIPAA

A. The Omnibus Rule
added Business Associates

6
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Security Rule: Both covered entities AND business associates must ensure the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of all electronic PHI that the “covered entity or business associate
creates, receives, maintains or transmits.” (§164.306). Entities must appoint a Privacy Officer
(Policies & Procedures) and Security Officer (IT, Web). These may be the same person.

Scalability: a Covered Entity or Business Associate may use any security measures that allows
the covered entity or business associate to reasonably and appropriately implement the
administrative, physical and technical security standards specified in Part 164, and consider
factors such as size, complexity, capabilities, infrastructure, hardware and software capabilities.
(§164.306).

 Administrative safeguards: are administrative actions, policies and procedures created to
manage, develop, implement and maintain on security measures for electronic PHI, as well
as necessary workforce training and tracking to ensure compliance. (§164.304).
Both Covered Entities and Business Associates must conduct mandatory Risk Analysis
annually. A workforce Sanction Policy for noncompliant employees is also required.
Changes in policies and procedures, implementation and training must be documented.

 Technical safeguards: “the technology and the policy and procedures for its use that protect
electronic protected health information and control access to it.” (§164.304). This includes
unique ID logins and passwords, access and transmission safeguards, encryption, and such.

 Physical safeguards: physical measures, policies and procedures to protect a covered
entity’s or business associate’s electronic information systems and related buildings and
equipment, from natural and environmental hazards and unauthorized intrusion. (§164.304).
This includes server cages, limited access, locks, security services, and the like.

II.  Medicare, Medicaid and HIPAA
B.  What is the HIPAA Security Rule?

7

Definitions:

 “Breach” - the acquisition, access, use or disclosure of PHI in a manner that is
not permitted which compromises the security or privacy of the PHI. (§164.402).

So, what is NOT a breach?

(1) any unintentional acquisition, access or use of PHI by a workforce member or
agent of a covered entity or business associate, if it was good faith and does not
result in further unauthorized use or disclosure; or

(2) any inadvertent disclosure by a person who is authorized to access PHI at a
covered entity or business associate to another person authorized to access PHI
at the same covered entity or business associate, or organized health care
arrangement in which the covered entity participates, and the information
received as a result of such disclosure is not further used or disclosed in a
manner not permitted under this rule; or

(3) a disclosure of PHI where a covered entity or business associate has a good faith
belief that an unauthorized person to whom the disclosure was made would not
reasonably have been able to retain such information. (§164.402).

8

II.  Medicare, Medicaid and HIPAA
C.  Breach & Notification
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 When is a breach “discovered?”. A breach shall be treated as discovered by a business
associate as of the first day on which such breach is known or should have have been
known in the exercise of reasonable diligence. A business associate shall be deemed to have
knowledge of a breach if the breach is known, or should have been known by the exercises
of reasonable diligence, to any person, other than the person committing the breach, who is
an employee, officer, or other agent of the business associate. (§164.410).

 Presumption of Breach - Unless “excluded”, a breach, acquisition, access, use or disclosure
of PHI in a manner not permitted, is presumed to be a breach UNLESS:

the covered entity or business associate can demonstrate that there is a low probability
that the PHI has been compromised based on risk assessment of factors including:
 The nature / extent of PHI, including the identifiers and risk of re-identification.
 The unauthorized person who used the PHI and to whom disclosure was made.
 Whether PHI information was actually acquired or viewed.
 The extent to which the risk to the PHI was mitigated.

Documentation: Annual Risk Analysis, Policies & Procedures, Employee Training Records

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Notification to the media. For a breach of unsecured PHI involving more than 500 residents
of a state or jurisdiction, a covered entity shall, following the discovery of the breach, notify
prominent media outlets serving the state or jurisdiction. (§164.406).

 Notification to the Secretary of HHS. For breaches of unsecured protected PHI involving less
than 500 individuals, a covered entity shall maintain a log or other documentation of such
breaches and, not later than 60 days after the end of each calendar year, notify OCR, as
appropriate of any breaches. (§164.408).

9

II.  Medicare, Medicaid and HIPAA
C.  Breach & Notification

• Patient Access to Medical Records: Patient may request a copy of their records in a
requested form and format. If records are kept in a paper format, the patient may get
a paper copy of their records. If no paper copy of record is available, individual has
a right to get an electronic copy of their records. (§164.524). (federal is 30 days; but
states can shorten; e.g. Texas is 15 days). A “reasonable” fee may be charged to
offset some of the cost of copies and employee time ($1/page is the maximum).

– The Patient has an absolute right to his or her records. You cannot withhold
their records to get a past due bill paid. Withholding patient records can cost
you a Fine or an Audit Investigation from HHS’s Office of Civil Rights.

• Right to give copy to a third party. A patient may direct a covered entity to provide a
copy of his/ her records to a third party. [HIPAA Auth. Form]. The request must be
in writing, must specifically designate the third party to receive the records and
specifically designate where to sent the records. (§164.524).

– Keep your HIPAA Patient Authorizations Current – Divorce; Remarriage, Moving,
Death.

• Services paid for “out-of-pocket”: Generally, if a patient pays for medical care or
services out-of-pocket (cash), the individual may ask the covered entity to restrict
the disclosure of the care and not notify a health plan. (§164.522).
 Some disclosure are required by law.
 The care or service must be paid for in full.

10

II.  Medicare, Medicaid and HIPAA
D.  Patient Rights
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• Under the Texas Medical Records Privacy Act (TMRPA), “covered entity” was
broadened. Many organization who fall outside of Federal HIPAA may still
qualify as a “covered entity” under TMRPA. (see Texas Health & Safety Code, §
181.001, et seq.).

• A Texas “covered entity” includes any individual, business or organization that:

(1) For commercial, financial, or professional gain, monetary fees, or dues, or 
on a cooperative, nonprofit, or pro bono basis, engages, in whole or in part, 
and with real or constructive knowledge, in the practice of assembling, 
collecting, analyzing, using, evaluating, storing, or transmitting PHI;

(2) Comes into the possession of PHI;

(3) Obtains or stores PHI; or

(4) Is an employee, agent, or contractor of a person described in numbers  1-3 
above (if they create, receive, obtain, maintain, use or transmit PHI).
TXH&SC, §181.001(b)(2).

Under this definition, many, if not most, private duty and personal care 
organizations operating in Texas will find themselves and their employees 
covered by the TMRPA. 

III:  Texas State Law:
The Texas Medical Records Privacy Act

12

• What is required if your organization qualifies as a “covered entity” under 
Texas’ HIPAA law?  Covered organizations and individuals working for them 
(as an employee, agent or contractor) are required to: 

1.  Train -- Covered entities are required to provide initial and ongoing 
customized training that covers both federal state law regarding the 
protection of PHI. 

 Training must be tailored to take into account each employee’s 
job duties, responsibilities and interaction with PHI.  

 New employees must be trained within 90 days of being hired.

 Training is an ongoing responsibility and updated training must 
be completed within 1 year of changes in laws.  

 Training records must be maintained for 6 years. 

III:  Texas State Law:
The Texas Medical Records Privacy Act
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• What is required if your organization qualifies as a “covered entity” under 
Texas’ HIPAA law?  Covered organizations and individuals working for them 
(as an employee, agent or contractor) are required to: 

2.  Observe Patient rights – Under Ch. 181, covered organizations must 
provide: 

 Patients with electronic copies of their electronic health records 
within 15 business days of the patient’s written request (notably, 
under HIPAA a provider is given 30 days).

 Ch. 181 includes provisions that prohibit the sale of PHI and 
require notice to patients regarding electronic disclosure of PHI.

III:  Texas State Law:
The Texas Medical Records Privacy Act
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• What is required if your organization qualifies as a “covered entity” under 
Texas’ HIPAA law?  Both covered organizations and individuals working for 
them (as an employee, agent or contractor) are required to: 

3.  Submit to Increased Penalties – If a covered entity wrongfully 
discloses a patient’s PHI, potential penalties under Ch. 181 include:

 Civil penalties ranging from $5,000 to $1.5 million. 

 The amount of the penalty will depend on:

(1) The seriousness of the violation; 

(2) The entity’s compliance history; 

(3) The risks of harm to the patient; 

(4) The amount necessary to deter future violations; and 

(5) Efforts made to correct the violation.

 May also be grounds for exclusion under Texas law!

III:  Texas State Law:
The Texas Medical Records Privacy Act
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• How do penalties under Ch. 181 compare with Federal HIPAA penalties?  
Both  privacy statutes levy significant penalties against a party for 
breach: 

HIPAA: $100 per unknowing violation, up to $50,000.

State: $5,000 per negligent violation.

HIPAA: $1,000 per violation without willful neglect, up to $50,000.

State: $25,000 per knowing violation.

HIPAA: $10,000 per violation due to willful neglect, up to $50,000.

State:   $250,000 per violation made for financial gain.

HIPAA: Penalties capped at $1.5 million annually.

State: Penalties capped at $250,000 annually if certain mitigating factors 

are met, or $1.5 million annually if there is a pattern of violations.

III:  Texas State Law:
The Texas Medical Records Privacy Act
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Civil Monetary Penalties

Civil Monetary Penalties – Four Tiers of Liability:

A

DIDN’T KNOW IT, DIDN’T MEAN IT -- Applies if the offender did not know, and by exercising reasonable

diligence would not have known, that he or she violated the law. The penalty ranges from $100 to

$50,000 per violation, except that the total imposed on the person for all such violations of an identical

requirement or prohibition during a calendar year may not exceed $1.5 million dollars.

B

KNEW IT, DIDN’T MEAN IT -- Applies if the violation was due to reasonable cause and not willful

neglect. Specifically, the offender knew, or by exercising reasonable diligence would have known, that

the act or omission was a violation, but the offender did not act with willful neglect. The penalty is

$1,000 to $50,000 per violation, except that the total amount imposed on the person for all such

violations of an identical requirement or prohibition during a calendar year may not exceed $1.5M/yr.

C

KNEW IT, FIXED IT -- Applies if the violation was due to willful neglect but was corrected. Specifically,

the violation was the result of conscious, intentional failure or reckless indifference to comply with

HIPAA. However, the offender corrected the violation within 30 days of discovery. The penalty is

$10,000 to $50,000 per violation, except that the total amount imposed on the person for all such

violations of an identical requirement or prohibition during a calendar year may not exceed $1.5 M/yr.

D

KNEW IT, DIDN’T FIX IT -- Applies if the violation was due to willful neglect and was not corrected. The

offender consciously acted with intentional failure or reckless or indifference to fulfill its obligation to

comply with HIPAA, and the offender did not correct the violation within 30 days of discovery. The

penalty is at least $50,000 per violation, except that the total amount imposed on the person for all

violations of an identical requirement or prohibition during a calendar year may not exceed $1.5 M/yr.
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IV:  Case Studies

Case Study #1: “Even The Government Is At Risk”

On June 11, 2015, Texas Department of Aging and Disability Services, an agency
that was subsequently folded into Texas HHSC, reported a security incident to
OCR, indicating that the electronic protected health information (ePHI) of 6,617
individuals had been exposed over the Internet. The exposed information
included names, addresses, diagnoses, treatment information, Medicaid
numbers, and Social Security numbers.

The cause was a migration of an internal CLASS/DBMD application from a
private server to a public server. A flaw in the software of the application allowed
ePHI to be accessed over the internet without any authentication. As a result of
the flaw, private and highly sensitive information could be found and accessed
through a Google search. OCR determined that TXC HHSC had failed to (1)
conduct a Security Risk Analysis, (2) implement access controls, such as
credentials to access the data, and (3) implement audit controls that recorded
user access on the public server, which prevented TX HHSC from determining
who had accessed ePHI in the application during the time it was exposed.

OCR determined these actions fell into second tier, reasonable cause and not
willful neglect. Since the failures spanned from 2013 through 2017, OCR
assessed a $1.6 million penalty.

http://www.hipaajournal.com/?s=Texas
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IV:  Case Studies

Case Study #2: “Beware Of The Billers!”

American Medical Collection Agency (AMCA) was the billing company, and thus business
associate, for at least 24 providers, hospitals, labs and clinical pathology labs. On August 1, 2018,
an “unauthorized individual” first gained access to AMCA systems and exfiltrated data. The stolen
data was later advertised for sale in underground web forums. Access remained possible up to
March 30, 2019 when AMCA was informed of the breach and its systems were secured. During
that time, the unauthorized individual had access to parts of AMCA systems that contained
information such as names, addresses, phone numbers, dates of birth, balance information, dates
of service, credit card or banking information and treatment provider information. AMCA learned of
the breach after a significant number of credit cards people used to pay their outstanding medical
bills via the company’s site ended up with fraud charges on them soon after. Unfortunately, AMCA
was unable to determine exactly what data has been compromised The PHI of 26,059,725
patients was compromised.

Each affected client of AMCA had to file a separate breach report with OCR.

AMCA lost most of its clients and filed for bankruptcy in June 2019. AMCA spent over $3.8 million
on mailing more than 7 million individual notices to people whose information had been potentially
hacked and $400,000 on IT consultants. Its workforce shrank from 113 to 25 people. In addition,
at least 3 class action lawsuits had been filed against AMCA.

Covered entities failed to inventory and track the individuals whose data had been shared with
AMCA, what information had been collected and what data was exposed through the cybersecurity
incident. In addition, AMCA failed to provide the covered entities with detailed information on what
data had been compromised and the identity of the individuals affected.

http://www.hipaajournal.com/?s=Texas
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IV:  Case Studies
Case Study #3: “Oh, no! You did NOT say that!”

On December 20, 2015, a former employee of State of the Heart Cardiology in Grapevine,
TX, pled guilty to the wrongful disclosure of Protected Health Information of a patient in
hope of avoiding a jail term. The former healthcare worker was indicted in January, 2015,
disclosing patient data with malicious intent after getting into an argument with a
patient.

The incident occurred in February, 2014 when a pilot visited State of the Heart Cardiology
for a required physical fitness exam by an FAA-authorized aviation medical examiner.

The commercial airline pilot got into an argument with the former employee when he
complained about the State of Heart Cardiology clinic. the former employee subsequently
told the patient he had been terminated as a patient of the clinic, and that she would be
sending his medical records to the FAA. The pilot instructed her not to disclose the
medical records, but the former employee still sent them to the FAA against his
wishes. According to the court documents, the former employee disclosed the
records with intent to cause malicious harm to the patient. the former employee was
also charged with three counts of making false statements after lying to the FBI.

The former employee had a history of insurance and medical fraud. She had previously
been convicted of check-by theft on three separate occasions, using a patient’s financial
information in order to make a transfer to pay her rent, and of committing insurance fraud.
On one occasion she failed to identify herself as a fugitive. the former employee could
potentially be fined up to $50,000 and serve a year in jail for these offenses.

http://www.hipaajournal.com/?s=Texas
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IV:  Case Studies

Case Study #4a: “Dumpster Diving for Dollars, #1”

In May 2019, over 20 boxes of records affecting 7,983 people were discovered
in a dumpster behind the strip mall in Tomball belonging to Today’s Vision
patients and employees. Most of the records appear to have come from a
Today’s Vision in Willowbrook in northwest Houston, miles away from the
Willowbrook office. The records were of patients who received vision services
and staff who worked at Willowbrook location between 1997 and 2013. The
owner of the vision services offices said the records were supposed to be
shredded and had no idea how they came to be in a dumpster.

The discovery made the local TV news station KPRC reports. OCR joined the
investigation along with Houston police. Today’s Vision officially reported the
breach to OCR on 2/13/2020.

https://www.click2houston.com/news/2019/05/22/hhs-joins-medical-records-dump-investigation/
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IV:  Case Studies

Case Study #4b: “Dumpster Diving for Dollars, #2”

The Texas AG’s office filed an action against Alliance Health Management &
Consulting Inc., for improper disposal of Protected Health Information (PHI).

The home health management company went out of business in July 2009; but
documents containing the PHI of patients were discovered discarded in a
Northside Independent School District recycling dumpster in 2014, without first
having been rendered indecipherable. The HIPAA Privacy Rule requires PHI be
secured at all times and must be destroyed, or rendered unreadable and
indecipherable when no longer needed. It must not be possible for any element
of PHI to be reconstructed. In Texas, medical records must be kept for a period
of at least 7 years following the last date of treatment. Since Alliance Health
Management & Consulting Inc., ceased trading in July 2009, at least some of
the records would have needed to be stored until July 2016, so the covered
entity was liable for the “trifecta” type data breach, of Names, SSN, & DOB.

The AG sued Alliance Health Management & Consulting Inc., and its former
director, Maria Olveda under state laws for identity theft prevention, and for the
company having engaged in “false, misleading, and deceptive acts and
practices.” A civil penalty of up to $20,000 was sought for each violation.

http://www.hipaajournal.com/?s=Texas

22 Source:  https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/compliance-

enforcement/agreements/porter/index.html

IV:  Case Studies

Case Study #5: “Security Risk Assessments Matter!”

Steven A. Porter, M.D., a gastroenterological services provider and solo practitioner,
filed a breach report in 2013 with OCR relating to a dispute with a business associate,
his EHR provider. OCR’s investigation determined that Dr. Porter had never
conducted a risk analysis at the time of the breach report, and despite significant
technical assistance by OCR throughout the investigation, Dr. Porter never completed
an accurate and thorough risk analysis after the breach and failed to implement
security measures sufficient to reduce risks and vulnerabilities to a reasonable and
appropriate level. It also appears that Dr. Porter may never have entered into a
Business Associate Agreement, as the Settlement Agreement states that the Practice
did not obtain satisfactory assurances that the EHR company would properly
safeguard the PHI.

In February of 2020, OCR penalized Dr. Porter $100,000. He also entered into a 2
year corrective action plan, with monitoring by OCR. Dr. Porter had to develop
policies and procedures, train staff, provide OCR with a template business associate
agreement, file an implementation report, and file annual reports
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IV: The Perils of Social Media

• Who owns Social Media content? Facebook posts, “Tweets,” and YouTube
videos may not belong to you, whether it was created or generated by you.

• A recent New York City Criminal Court case found that a defendant in a criminal
case could not move to quash a subpoena to Twitter for a record of the
defendant’s “tweets.” The Court likened this social media content to bank and
telephone records (which are owned by banks and telephone companies, not
their customers). In contrast, a Federal District Court held that a person could
pursue a Motion to Quash a subpoena seeking certain Facebook records.

• UPDATE: March 30, 2017 - The Wall Street Journal reported that Congress’s
repeal of FCC privacy rules could allow marketers to data mine your web
browsing history. This would be a boon to Verizon, Comcast, AT&T who are now
far behind Google and Amazon in capitalizing on targeted online advertising.
(It will also make millions of people very nervous).

• Despite conflicting holdings, you should assume that once it is posted, you have
virtually no control over the content.

23

IV: The Perils of Social Media

• Despite its popularity, health care providers and billers have been quick to
point out serious concerns with social media and patient privacy, including:

Issue #1: Potential patient privacy violations.

Issue #2: Many providers believe that posting on social media is a waste of
time which could be better spent taking care of patients. Essentially, the
return on investment from engaging in social media is difficult to gauge.

Issue #3: The potential posting of incorrect or misleading content by
others. Many providers and billers allow individuals to make a post on
their Linked-In and / or Facebook pages. Comments made by outsiders
may be unprofessional, critical of the provider’s care and / or include links
to questionable websites.

Issue #4: Patient comments and / or postings may create an unreasonable
expectation that a health care provider will soon respond to a posting.

Issue #5: Postings by health care providers are often quite short, despite
the fact that the medical issues discussed can be quite complicated. This
can lead to potential liability from readers who misread or misapply the
information provided.

24
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IV: The Perils of Social Media

• Broad patient concerns, continued:

Issue #6: Licensure issues. Social media postings may be made by
practitioners who are not licensed. Even if a provider is licensed, what is a
patient in another state posts an inquiry?

Issue #7: There are no barriers to entry. Virtually anyone can get a website
and open a social media account which promotes an alternative form of
therapy or some other non-standard of care approach to a medical
complaint. Potential patients and their families (especially those for whom
traditional medicine has failed) may find themselves victims of quack
treatments and / or other fraudulent medical schemes.

Issue #8: What constitutes medical advice? General comments and
statements may be misconstrued by individuals reading a posting. Since
this issue depends on State law holdings, it is risky for a licensed health
care provider to post a statement.

Issue #9: Potential State Licensure Board complaints. We have seen
multiple disciplinary actions taken against licensed professionals based on
their comments, postings or conduct.

25

IV: The Perils of Social Media

• Inappropriate conduct online can begin early in a medical
professional’s career. It is therefore essential that you reinforce
the need for professionalism in your office.

• Surprisingly, 60% of U.S. medical schools reported incidents of
students posting unprofessional content online. Of the medical
schools which participated in the survey, specific violations
included:

13% committed patient privacy violations.

52% used profanity.

48% posted discriminatory comments.

39% posted depictions of intoxication.

38% posted sexually suggestive materials.

(Source: JAMA, Sep. 2009).

26
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IV: The Perils of Social Media

Case Studies #1a and 1b:

• Certified Nursing Assistant Charged with “Voyeurism”: An Indiana
Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) reported took a picture of a
paraplegic under her care at a rehabilitation center while he was going
to the bathroom. A fellow employee advised her not take the picture
and later noticed it had been placed on the CNA’s personal Facebook
page. The co-worker advised their joint supervisor.

• A second Indiana CNA videotaped an 85-year old dementia patient in
while the female patient was taking a shower and posted the video to
Snapchat. The CNA can be heard calling the female patient “crazy”
and commenting that “she doesn’t like taking showers”.

• Both offending CNAs were arrested on State charges of “voyeurism”
and now face losing their licenses.

27

IV: The Perils of Social Media

Case Study #2:

• Physician Making Anonymous Blogs About Malpractice Case
Unmasked in Court: A popular medical blogger writing about his own
malpractice case was inadvertently “unmasked” during the case when
the plaintiff’s attorney asked if the defendant was, in fact, the blogger
reporting on a case remarkably like the one being conducted. The
physician admitted that he was the blogger. In his blog, he made
disparaging remarks about the plaintiff, his attorney and supposedly
accused a juror of sleeping. He also discussed his attorney’s case
strategy. The case settled the next day.

• Keep in mind that a good defense counsel would likely argue that the
plaintiff waived attorney-client privilege when he blogged about the
case strategy, thereby opening the door for further areas of inquiry.

28
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IV: The Perils of Social Media

Case Study #3:

• Physician Fired from Hospital and Reprimanded by State Medical
Board for Posting Trauma Patient Information Online: In this case, a
physician posted information regarding a recent trauma patient but
did not cite any of the 18 traditional pieces of information normally
associated with PHI. Nevertheless, the case apparently unique
enough that members of the community were readily able to identify
the patient. The hospital fired the physician and she was reprimanded
by the State Medical Board for the posting.

29

IV: The Perils of Social Media

Case Study #4:

• Sometimes, Even Well Intentioned Posts Can Cause Problems. A
nursing student asked her supervisor if she could take a picture of a
placenta (with the student next to it). When she was given permission,
she took the picture and later posted it on her Facebook account. It
caused such a stir that the school kicked her out of the nursing
program (while she had permission to take the picture, she didn’t have
permission to post it online). When the case went to Court, the Judge
ruled that she should not have been booted from school. In his
opinion, the Judge made the following observation, which you should
all take to heart:

“When [the supervisor]…granted permission to take the photos, it was

unreasonable to assume that they would not be viewed.”

30
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IV: The Perils of Social Media

31

Case Study #5:

• Photos of a Dying Patient are Off-Limits. When a nursing home
resident came to the emergency room with 12 stab wounds and a
severe cut across his throat, four emergency room staff (including
nurses) felt compelled to take pictures and posted them on Facebook.
Adding insult to injury, the offending staff also sent the pictures to
individuals as attachments to text messages. The patient soon died.

• Within two days, co-workers reported the pictures to hospital
administration. The hospital fired all four employees who were
involved and the breach was reported to the State for possible action.
How could anyone ever think that this conduct was acceptable or
appropriate?

32

So…Social media is a continuing Privacy Rule headache for providers --

 Cellphones - Employee cellphone use (text, e-mail, camera) is a
continuing risk issue in both HIPAA and qui tam (whistleblower)
situations. HIPAA policies and procedures should be put in place to
prevent foreseeable HIPAA breaches, with signed, dated training records
on file. Doctors’ cellphones – Password Secure? Encrypted? PHI?

 Exam Privacy - many providers ban patient cellphone use in exam areas.

 Technology - Tablets, Smart Watches, Google Glasses – What’s next?

 Permanence - Facebook, Twitter , and Google searches never go away.

 Web reviews, Round 1 - YELP.COM and other forums are being used as
public complaints by disgruntled patients and their families.

 Web reviews, Round 2 - Doctors and other health care providers are
suing patients who post defamatory statements on rating websites.

 Web reviews, Round 3 - State law enforcement authorities are pursuing
actions against health care providers and others for “Astroturfing” these
rating services to post fake (positive) reviews to counter complaints.

IV: The Perils of Social Media
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V: Cloud Concerns

• The Law Imposes a Non-Delegable Duty to Protect PHI -- Cloud storage may be here to stay,
but it can be risky. If servers are upgraded, shared, removed or backed up outside mainland
U.S.A. where does it go? Demand assurances that data stays on mainland U.S.A. servers and
are not backed up out of country. Why? Once it leaves the U.S., you lose control. Practical and
legal remedies become limited, but liability remains. Your obligation to secure PHI cannot be
delegated. HIPAA, HITECH, State Law and regs impose a continuing obligation to protect PHI
“under your control” including your Business Associates and Subcontractors.

• Case Study #6 – an overseas third party biller cost a provider less than a domestic biller. For
the first two years the provider was happy and saving money. In the third year of the contract,
there was a dispute. The company demanded a rate increase and immediate payment or it
would dump all the covered entity’s PHI onto the web. It takes 25 years to get to a judge in that
country’s legal system. The provider gave in, but remained a virtual hostage to this biller.
Moral: Keep control of your PHI – make sure cloud servers are within the USA and stay there.

• Portable Devices are your Biggest Risk -- According to OCR, lost or stolen portable devices
such as laptops, cellphones, iPads and other portable devices account for over 48% of all data
breaches. This is one reasons for the continuing migration to cloud storage of important data,
and it’s going to continue. Therefore, it behooves you to keep your BAA agreements up to date
with the changing times.

• “Business Continuity Services” - a new alternative to Cloud Storage that provides live online
access as well as 20 minute backup services that can get your business up and running again
in the event of a catastrophic failure, burglary or break in, or weather event.

33

VI: Tips and Next Steps for Your Home Health Agency or Hospice
• Appoint and train a Privacy Officer. Next, the Privacy Officer should take stock of current

procedures and policies. This might entail conducting a walk-through of the office as an
outside party might experience it and tracking the flow of patient information. He or she
should be closely involved in developing and implementing privacy rules, internal policies
and procedures. Hiring outside consultants may be beneficial for this process.

• Conduct a Security Risk Assessment. You must have a thorough analysis of how PHI
comes into your organization, how it is stored, processed and used, and how it exits. You
won’t know where your data is located or what your risks are unless you conduct an SRA.
Hiring a consultant is worth the money.

• Train Employees and Document it - Once policies and procedures have been determined,
training the workforce and documenting the process is essential. This training must
include anyone who may see or work with health, financial, or confidential information
involving PHI identifiers and everyone who uses a computer or other device that stores or
transmits information having anything to do with patient health. Texas allows 90 days to
train new employees, but experience says orientation and training should occur on Day 1.

• Update Training Annually or When Policies Change - The covered entity must train all
workforce members on privacy policies and procedures “as necessary and appropriate for

them to carry out their functions.” In a small office, the training may be uniform for all
employees and somewhat less formal than what might take place for a major institutional
provider. The training should be updated as necessary to ensure compliance.

34
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VI: Tips and Next Steps for Your Home Health Agency or Hospice

• Records Retention Policy - finally, the Privacy Officer should pay careful attention to
records retention policies. A provider must maintain privacy records for at least six (6)
years 45 C.F.R. § 164.530(b),(e), or longer if state law requires that they be held for a longer
period.

• Promptly Release Records – OCR is serious about promptly releasing records to patients
who request them. And Texas law also provides for penalties for failure to release records

• Understand the Breach Notification Rule – with the increase in reported breaches and use
of ransomware, the chances are exponentially increasing that you will be facing a breach.
You need to understand what is a breach and what must be reported.

• Purchase Cyberliability Insurance – Many policies now include cyberliability, but others
still require purchase of a separate rider. Read through it to see what is covered, what the
triggers are, and how much your coverage is. Many policies do not provide enough
coverage!

• Develop a Relationship with a Consultant or Healthcare Attorney – when things happen
(and they will), you will need to move quickly. A consultant or healthcare attorney can help
with a number of things and is especially valuable if you have to work through a breach.
They can also provide assistance beforehand or take work off your hands, so that you
don’t have a HIPAA violation. And, it’s really worth the cost to have somebody else do the
security risk analysis.
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QUESTIONS

This outline is provided for educational purposes.  It does not create an attorney-
client relationship, nor does it constitute legal advice.  The outline contains general 

information only and is not a substitute for legal counsel.

Heidi Kocher, Partner
Liles Parker PLLC.  

Washington DC •••• Houston TX  •••• Dallas TX  •••• Baton Rouge LA

Contact Ms. Kocher at (214) 952-5169
or by e-mail at hkocher@lilesparker.com

Please visit our Website for more free monthly webinars (CE Credit).
Subscribe to our free monthly newsletter for timely articles on 

compliance issues and other important health care topics.

www.lilesparker.com 
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